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WHERE IS BINA BEAR?

From the author/artist of the beloved LITTLE ELLIOT series, and the YA 

graphic novel FLAMER, here is a picture book for the socially distant.

Tiny is having a party, but Bina Bear is nowhere to be found. Is that Bina hiding 

under a lampshade? It looks like Bina…but it must be a lamp. 

Is that Bina beneath the fruit bowl? It could be…but it’s probably just a table. 

Searching for Bina, Tiny realizes something is wrong – and sets out to make it 

right. 

This is a humorous yet sincere picture book about friendship, understanding, and 

embracing our laved ones just as they are. 

MIKE CURATO is the author and illustrator of the Little Elliot series and has 

illustrated a number of other books for children, including All the Way to Havana 

and Worm Loves Worm. His most recent book is the critically acclaimed Flamer.

He lives in Northampton, MA. 

Mike Curato

Agent: Brenda Bowen
(Laura Godwin Books/Macmillan: January 2022, World English)

**Digital galleys available now**

Trim: 24cm x 30.5cm 
Extent: 40 pages. 
Full color throughout 
Pub; January 2022
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THE GHOUL OF WINDYDOWN 

VALE

“Don’t miss this book! Great ghoulish fun!”

– R.L. Stine, author of GOOSEBUMPS

In this action-packed mystery from award-winning author Jake Burt, Copper Inskeep 

holds Windydown Vale's deepest and darkest secret: he is the ghoul that haunts the Vale, 

donning a gruesome costume to scare travelers and townsfolk away from the dangers of 

the surrounding swamps. When a terrified girl claims she and her father were attacked by 

a creature - one that could not have been Copper - it threatens not just Copper's secret, 

but the fate of all Windydown

Jake Burt teaches the fifth grade in Connecticut. He lives with his wife and their 

daughter in Hamden, CT. His books include Greetings from Witness Protection! and The 

Right Hook of Devin Velma.

Jake Burt

Middle-grade
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Agent: Faye Bende
(Feiwel & Friends, Feburary 2022; *Feiwel has World English rights)



JENNIFER CHAN IS NOT ALONE

Tae Keller is the Newbery award winning and 

New York Times bestselling author of When You 

Trap a Tiger and The Science of Breakable 

Things. She grew up in Honolulu, Hawaii, where 

she subsisted on kimchi, purple rice, and stories. 

Now, she writes about biracial girls trying to 

find their voices, and lives in Seattle with her 

husband and a multitude of books.

Agent: Faye Bender
Random House Children’s Books, April 2022

Middle-grade
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Middle school can make you feel like you're totally alone in the universe...

But what if we aren't alone at all?

Mallory Moss knows what it feels like to be alone. She’s always felt different, 

and she never really had a best friend.  Until she met Reagan. Reagan makes 

Mallory feel like she belongs.  That is…until Jennifer Chan moves into the 

house across the street. 

Jennifer is different.  Jennifer doesn’t seem to care about the rules of middle 

school, or about fitting in. Jennifer is willing to embrace the strange, the 

unknown… the extraterrestrial.  She believes in aliens! And what’s more, she 

thinks she can find them. 

Then Jennifer goes missing. The adults say she’s run away before…but what if 

it’s something else? Using clues in Jennifer’s journals about alien encounters, 

Mallory is determined to find her.  But the closer she gets, the more Mallory 

has to confront why Jennifer might have run … and find the truth within 

herself.

In her first novel since winning the Newbery medal for When You Trap a 

Tiger, Tae Keller lights up the sky with this insightful story about shifting 

friendships, identity, and the power we all hold to influence and change one 

another.  No one is alone.

Tae Keller



MIHI EVER AFTER

Tae Keller is the Newbery award winning and 

New York Times bestselling author of When You 

Trap a Tiger and The Science of Breakable 

Things. She grew up in Honolulu, Hawaii, where 

she subsisted on kimchi, purple rice, and stories. 

Now, she writes about biracial girls trying to 

find their voices, and lives in Seattle with her 

husband and a multitude of books.

Agent: Faye Bender

Middle-grade
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Mihi Whan Park has always dreamed of being a princess. She fantasizes about her epic 

destiny and imagines herself as storybook royalty—though nobody else sees her that way. 

As Mihi’s best-friend-turned-nemesis Genevieve points out, Mihi isn’t exactly the 

“princess type.” 

So when Mihi and two other princess-loving misfits, Reese and Savannah, discover that 

their librarian’s fridge is a portal into a fairytale land, they jump at the chance to live in a 

world they’ve always dreamt of. There, they learn that the stories they know and love are 

real, and now the girls can live inside them.

Determined to fit in, Mihi, Reese, and Savannah train to be princesses. But when they 

meet lonely Sleeping Beauty, who wants to escape her castle, they realize that being a 

princess isn’t quite what they expected. And when they try to free her, the idyllic fairytale 

world becomes something darker. and dBy changing Sleeping Beauty’s story, Mihi and 

her friends drawn the attention of certain fairytale characters who fear intruders and intend 

to destroy them.

With the help of Sleeping Beauty and Goldilocks’ baby bear, the three girls must band 

together, find their own strength, and get back home—before it’s too late.

SERIES DESCRIPTION:

The only thing Mihi Whan Park has ever wanted is to be a princess. The problem is, she’s 

not the “princess type.” So when Mihi meets two new friends and gets the chance to travel 

into the stories she knows and loves, she’s beyond thrilled. But being a fairytale princess 

isn't what Mihi expected, and in order to fit into stories that were not built for them, she 

and her friends will have to transform these tales entirely--even when the results prove 

dangerous. But through the danger and the adventure, together they will discover what it 

really means to be a hero, a villain, a sidekick, and a storyteller.

Tae Keller

Henry Holt Books for Young Readers
Book 1: Fall 2022. Book 2: Spring 2023. Book 3: Fall 2023. Book 4: Spring 2024.



THE SECRET OF GLENDUNNY

Kathryn Lasky, author of the multi-national bestseller THE GUARDIANS OF 

GA’HOOLE, writes a new animal-fantasy series featuring industrious, amazing 

beavers, in an epic story of loyalty, heroism, and the courage to speak truth to power. 

THE CASTORS OF GLENDUNNY tells the story of a colony of castors who have been 

hiding, almost in plain sight, for five hundred years. Their safety and livelihood -- timber 

-- depends on their not being discovered. Humans have destroyed the ecology of so many 

of their fellow creatures' habitats that they will doubtless do the same for the castors. 

Added to that, the ruling council of the castors knows that their homeland hides a terrible 

secret: one that has been buried for centuries, and that no one must know.

The trouble begins when one young castor, Dunwattle, is disturbed by what he thinks is a 

ghost. In his panic, strays far from the den, where he is discovered -- and photographed!--

by a two-legs. As soon as the council learns of this, they are determined to get the lynxes 

to “take out” Dunwattle -- but what they don't know is that Dunwattle's best friendis just 

as determined to save him and to keep the castors’ secrets.

HarperCollins has signed the first two books in this series, with the first to be 

published in March 2022. Book #2 will follow in March 2023. 

KATHRYN LASKY is the Newbery Honor-winning author of over one hundred books 

for children and young adults. Her beloved Guardians of Ga'Hoole fantasy series has 

more than seven million copies in print. She is also the author of the Wolves of the 

Beyond series, as well as A Time for Courage and other stand-alone and series books. 

Kathryn Lasky

Agent: Brenda Bowen
(HarperCollins, 15 March 2022) 

Middle-grade

**Page proofs available now**

For a list of Kathryn Lasky’s 
international publishers, please see 
next slide. 
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British (HarperCollins UK)

Chinese (Complex Char. Only)/(Sharp Point)

Chinese (Simplified Only)/(Hubei Children's Press) (Jieli Publishing)

Czech (Mlada Fronta)

French (Pocket Jeunesse)

German( Ravensburger)

Greek (Compupress)

Hungarian (Animus)

Italian (Arnoldo Mondadori Editore)

Indonesian (Dinamedia)

Japanese (Media Factory)

Korean (Moonhak Soochup) 

Polish (Nowa Basn)

Portuguese- Brazil (Fundamento)

Portuguese- Portugal (Presenca)

Russian (Astrel) 

Serbian (Carobna Knjiga)

Slovene/ Zalozba Alica

Spanish (Ediciones B)

Turkish (Vatan Kitap)

Middle-grade

Note: Most of Kathryn Lasky’s backlist

titles are repped by Scholastic US
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Kathryn Lasky

International publishers



WAYWARD CREATURES 

In this heartfelt animal friendship story, a troubled young boy befriends a wayward 

coyote after a forest fire changes both of their lives. Perfect for fans of A Wolf Called 

Wander and Pax.

Twelve-year-old Gabe doesn’t know where he belongs anymore. His family is caught up 

in their own lives and his friends barely have time for him. In a desperate plea for 

attention to impress his friends after school, Gabe sets off fireworks in the woods near his 

house and causes a small forest fire that destroys several acres of land.

In the chaos of the destruction, a coyote named Rill—tired of her family and longing 

for adventure—finds herself far from home. Rill crawls into a cave, where she nurses her 

wounds from the fire alone.

Gabe and Rill’s paths irrevocably cross when Gabe is tasked with cleaning up the 

forest through the court's restorative justice program. The damage to the land and both 

their lives is beyond what the two can imagine. But together, they discover that 

sometimes it only takes one friend to find the place where you belong.

Dayna Lorentz

Agent: Faye Bender
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, January 2022)

Middle-grade

Dayna Lorentz is the author of Of a Feather, the Dogs of the Drowned City

trilogy, and the No Safety in Numbers trilogy. She has worked in and around 

the foster care system, most recently as a law clerk in the Vermont family 

courts, but she only just started exploring the sport of falconry. Dayna lives in 

Vermont with her husband and two children.

“Carl Hiassen meets Rebecca Stead in this 

insightful, touching, funny novel. It all adds up 

to a page-turning story that is both new 

and familiar—timely and timeless—at the 

same time. I loved it from beginning to end.” --

Chris Tebbetts, #1 New York Times bestselling 

co-author of the Middle School series
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THE ISLANDERS, Book #1

“Storytelling for young readers at its finest—equal parts summer adventure and 

environmental suspense…[a] love letter to family, friendship, and the natural 

world.” —Kwame Alexander, New York Times bestselling author of The 

Crossover

Twelve-year-old Jake’s life has just turned upside-down. His father was wounded in 

Afghanistan, and his mother is going to leave to care for him. That means Jake’s 

spending the summer on tiny Dewees Island with his grandmother. The island is a nature 

sanctuary—no cars or paved roads, no stores or restaurants. To make matters worse, 

Jake’s grandmother doesn’t believe in cable or the internet. Which means Jake has no 

cell phone, no video games...and no friends. This is going to be the worst summer ever!

He’s barely on the island before he befriends two other kids—Macon, another “summer 

kid,” and Lovie, know-it-all who lives there and shows both Jake and Macon the ropes of 

life on the island. All three are struggling with their own family issues and they quickly 

bond, going on adventures all over Dewees Island. Until one misadventure on an 

abandoned boat leads to community service. Their punishment? Mandatory duty on the 

Island Turtle Team. The kids must do a daily dawn patrol of the beach on the hunt for 

loggerhead sea turtle tracks. When a turtle nest is threatened by coyotes, the three friends 

must find a way to protect it. Can they save the turtle nest from predators? Can Jake’s 

growing love for the island and its inhabitants (be they two-legged, four-legged, 

feathered, or finned) help to heal his father?

Mary Alice Munroe

Agent: Faye Bender
(Aladdin/Simon & Schuster, June 2021) 

Middle-grade

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
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Jake Potter is back on Dewees Island for another summer with his beloved 

grandmother, Honey. This time, Jake is excited that his dad will be there as he continues to 

recover from his injuries sustained in Afghanistan but Jake also knows they both need get 

used to a new normal, which isn’t easy.

Jake also discovers that his two best friends, Macon and Lovie, are struggling as well. 

Macon is adjusting to being a big brother, while Lovie is navigating a new relationship 

with her dad, who has long been absent in her life. In order to cheer everyone up, Jake 

decides that the trio needs a new mission, just like they had the previous summer in saving 

the turtles. He discovers that his dad loved spending time in an old tree fort on the island, 

and there is a special treasure box hidden somewhere nearby. Jake just knows if he can 

find it, maybe his dad will be happy again--and he knows Macon and Lovie are the perfect 

fellow treasure-hunters!

Their search leads them to discover there might be actual buried treasure somewhere on 

Dewees, all while they battle some unwelcome guests on the island, of both the two and 

four-legged kind!

In this latest adventure from New York Times best-selling authors Mary Alice Monroe 

and Angela May, the three friends go off on their biggest quest yet--and they realize that 

the treasures they really want in life were with them all along.

SEARCH FOR TREASURE

The Islanders, Book #2

Agent: Faye Bender
(Aladdin/Simon & Schuster, June 2022) 

For more about Mary Alice Monroe 

and Angela May, see next slide. 

Mary Alice Munroe with Angela May
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MARY ALICE MONROE

Mary Alice Monroe is the New York Times bestselling author of 27 books, 

including the Beach House series: The Beach House, Swimming Lessons, Beach 

House Memories, Beach House for Rent, Beach House Reunion, On Ocean 

Boulevard, and her latest The Summer of Lost and Found. 

Angela May is a former television news journalist and lives with her family on 

the South Carolina coast.

More than 7.5 million copies of her books have been published worldwide, 

and she’s earned numerous accolades and awards, including: Induction into the 

South Carolina Academy of Authors’ Hall of Fame; the Southwest Florida Author 

of Distinction Award; South Carolina Award for Literary Excellence; RT Lifetime 

Achievement Award; the International Book Award for Green Fiction, and the 

prestigious Southern Book Prize for Fiction. Her bestselling novel The Beach 

House is a Hallmark Hall of Fame movie.

Agent: Faye Bender

Author Feature
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MAPMAKER

A fantastical adventure through uncharted territory in this brilliantly-imagined about 

a boy who draws maps…that come to life. 

Walt didn’t ask to move to a boring new town. But he’s stuck there, with his demanding 

dad breathing down his neck, and his twin sister Toni as obnoxious as ever. At least he’s 

made one new friend, Dylan, who doesn’t mind Walt’s weird hobby – drawing maps. 

Walt loves their intricate details, the worlds they outline. His favorite is the map of Rior, 

the fantastical world he’s created on paper. It’s a lot more exciting than living in this 

world. 

But things change when Walt absently draws a forest on a map of Blackbird Bay. The 

forest he draws…appears. In real life. Things get even stranger when the trio meet 

mysterious characters who call Walt the Mapmaker. They seem to be telling Walt he 

needs to embrace his powers to defeat Statica, a malevolent rival in the Kingdom of Rior

whose mapmaking power has spun out of control. 

Walt, Toni, and Dylan transport themselves to Rior and find it’s just as Walt imagined --

except that someone has altered it…for the worse. Statica’s power is threatening Walt’s 

creation, and all who live in it. If he’s not stopped soon, Rior could be gone forever. And 

if Statica can destroy one world, who could stop him from destroying others? 

Lisa Moore Ramée was born and raised in Los Angeles, and she now lives in the Bay 

Area of California, with her husband, two kids, and two obnoxious cats. She is the author 

of A Good Kind of Trouble and Something to Say. You can visit her online at 

www.lisamooreramee.com.

Lisa Moore Ramée

Agent: Brenda Bowen 
(HarperCollins, 15 March 2022) 

Middle-grade
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Young Adult



FIREKEEPER’S DAUGHTER

A heart-pounding debut thriller that heralds a major new voice on the YA 

landscape. Bought at auction with 12 bidders participating. 

Daunis’s mixed heritage and unenrolled tribal status have always made her feel 

like an outsider both in her hometown and on the nearby Indian reservation. 

Now, instead of spending the summer after high school anticipating college, 

Daunis prepares for a different future: staying home to care for her emotionally 

fragile mother after back-to-back family tragedies. The only bright spot is 

meeting Jamie, her high school hockey superstar brother’s newest teammate.

Everything changes when Daunis witnesses a murder and she is thrust into a drug 

ring investigation and learns of corruption, deception and betrayal from the 

people closest to her. Daunis must decide what it means to be a strong 

Anishinaabe kwe (Ojibwe woman) when she is forced to choose between saving 

those she loves, helping the FBI, and protecting the tribal community.

Angeline Boulley, an enrolled member of the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe 

of Chippewa Indians, is a storyteller who writes about her Ojibwe community in 

Michigan's Upper Peninsula. Angeline worked as Director of the Office of Indian 

Education at the U.S. Department of Education and her entire career has focused 

on improving the education of Native American students.

Angeline Boulley

Agent: Faye Bender
(Henry Holt Books for Young Readers, March 2021) 
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Young Adult

Soon to be adapted at Netflix for TV with President Barack Obama 

and Michelle Obama's production company, Higher Ground

Rizzoli (Italy); Nathan (France); cbj
(Germany); OneWorld (UK); Kinneret-
Zmora (Israel); Alfaguara (Spain); 
Albatros (Czech Republic); Stanek 
(Croatia); Orange Books (Bulgaria); 
Pedio Publishing (Greece); Bonniers
(Sweden); Gutkind/Bonniers (Denmark); 
Publicat (Poland); Kariera (Russia); 
Alexandra Publishing Group (Hungary); 
Intrínseca (Brazil); Bookzone (Romania); 
The House of Books (The Netherlands);
Les Editions de l’Homme (Canada)



FIREKEEPER’S DAUGHTER

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB YA PICK

Soon to be adapted at Netflix for TV with President Barack Obama and 
Michelle Obama's production company, Higher Ground.

“One of this year's most buzzed about young adult novels.” —Good 
Morning America

A 2021 Kids' Indie Next List Selection
An Amazon Best Book of the Month for March Selection
An Entertainment Weekly Most Anticipated Books of 2021 Selection
A PopSugar Best March 2021 YA Book Selection

“Groundbreaking…what do you get when you combine Tommy Orange, Tomi Adeyemi, 

and Angie Thomas?” –Entertainment Weekly

“A rare and mesmerizing work that blends the power of a vibrant tradition with the aches 

and energy of today’s America. This book will leave you breathless!” ―Francisco X. 

Stork, acclaimed author of Marcelo in the Real World and Illegal

“Hitting hard when it comes to issues such as citizenship, language revitalization, and the 

corrosive presence of drugs on Native communities, this novel will long stand in the 

hearts of both Native and non-Native audiences.””―Publishers Weekly, Starred Review 

“Though it both shocks and thrills, in the end, what leaves you breathless is 

FIREKEEPER'S DAUGHTER'S blazing heart.””–Bookpage, Starred Review

Angeline Boulley

Agent: Faye Bender

Young Adult

PRAISE FOR
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MESSY ROOTS: A GRAPHIC MEMOIR 

OF A WUHANESE-AMERICAN

A sparkling YA debut graphic novel about growing up (queer, artistic, rebellious) in 

Wuhan, China and West Texas, USA.

After spending her early years in Wuhan, China, riding water buffalos and devouring 

stinky tofu, Laura immigrates to Texas, where her hometown is as foreign as Mars—at 

least until 2020, when COVID-19 makes Wuhan a household name.

In Messy Roots, Laura illustrates her coming-of-age as the girl who simply wants to make 

the basketball team, escape Chinese school, and figure out why girls make her heart 

flutter.

Insightful, original, and hilarious, toggling seamlessly between past and present, China 

and America, Gao’s debut is a tour de force of graphic storytelling.

Laura Gao is a comic artist and bread lover currently living in San Francisco. Laura’s 

art career began by doodling on Pokémon cards and has since blossomed to be featured 

on NPR, HuffPost, and, most notably, her parents’ fridge. She is a proud queer Asian 

American immigrant and strives to inspire others to live unapologetically loud. Laura’s 

pronouns are she/they. Say hello and send her bakery recommendations at 

www.lauragao.com.

Laura Gao

Agent: Brenda Bowen
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Young Adult

Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins 15 March 2022

**Digital galleys available now**

Trim: 6 x 9
Extent: 272 pages
Full color throughout 
Pub: March 2022

An Indies Introduce title for Winter/Spring 2022



“Messy Roots is a laugh-out-loud, heartfelt and deeply engaging story of their 

journey to find themself--as an American, as the daughter of Chinese 

immigrants, as a queer person and as a Wuhanese American in the middle of a 

pandemic. Through hilarious inner dialogue, videogaming references and fun 

explainers, Gao effortlessly brings readers into their world.” -- Malaka Gharib, 

author of I Was Their American Dream

“Messy Roots is funny, intimate, absorbing, and deeply moving. What a gift to 

have this peek into Laura Gao’s memories, in all their sweetness and 

complexity.” -- Becky Albertalli, New York Times bestselling author of Kate in 

Waiting

“Finding ourselves can be messy, but Laura Gao tells her story of self-discovery 

with honest and vulnerable beauty.” -- Mike Curato, Lambda Award-winning 

author of Flamer

“Messy Roots surprised me in all the best ways. It’s a book that will stay with 

you for a long time to come.” -- Tillie Walden, author of On a Sunbeam

PRAISE FOR
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MESSY ROOTS: A GRAPHIC MEMOIR 

OF A WUHANESE-AMERICAN
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OUR CROOKED HEARTS

(June 2022, Flatiron Books)

The suburbs, right now . . .

Seventeen-year-old Ivy’s summer break kicks off with an accident, a punishment, and a 

mystery: a stranger whose appearance in the middle of the road, in the middle of the 

night, heralds a string of increasingly unsettling events. As the days pass, Ivy grapples 

with eerie offerings, corroded memories, and a secret she’s always known―that there's 

more to her mother than meets the eye.

The city, back then . . .

Dana has always been perceptive. And the summer she turns sixteen, with the help of her 

best friend and an ambitious older girl, her gifts bloom into a heady fling with the 

supernatural. As the trio’s aspirations darken, they find themselves speeding toward a 

violent breaking point.

Years after it began, Ivy and Dana's shared story will come down to a reckoning among a 

daughter, a mother, and the dark forces they never should’ve messed with.

Melissa Albert is the author of the New York Times bestselling Hazel Wood series and 

her work has been translated into more than twenty languages. She's from Illinois and 

lives in Brooklyn with her husband and son.

Melissa Albert

Agent: Faye Bender

Young Adult

See next slide to read praise for
Our Crooked Hearts

Sold as a pre-empt to Urano
(worldwide Spanish) 
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“A riveting story that grips you like a spell until you’re too deep to emerge 

unscathed! Once again, Melissa Albert reveals the power of magic within a 

daughter’rs grasp and the love of imperfect mothers.”

―Angeline Boulley, author of #1 New York Times bestseller Firekeeper’s 

Daughter

“Melissa Albert’s signature storytelling is once again pure sorcery. This book has 

everything I love: girls with tremendous power at their fingertips, mothers with 

unforgivable secrets, horrors left on the doorstep, and best of all, writing that 

sings and stuns. To those with a crookedness inside you: You are about to be 

enthralled.”

―Nova Ren Suma, author of #1 New York Times bestseller The Walls 

Around Us

“Melissa Albert’s inimitable and gritty take on magic is beautifully woven in this 

poignant and striking story of mothers and daughters, power and balance, and 

love and betrayal. Our Crooked Hearts feels like a freshly spun secret; electric, 

dangerous―and impossible to keep to yourself.”

―Courtney Summers, New York Times bestselling author of Sadie and The 

Project

“Nobody writes like Melissa Albert. Her words are electric, sizzling; they crash 

through the bloodstream with the same force as the magic she conjures in her 

stories. Our Crooked Hearts is Albert at her very best; a sharp explosion of a 

book that’s taut, haunting, and potent as a witch’s brew.”

―Krystal Sutherland, New York Times bestselling author of House of 

Hollow

PRAISE FOR

OUR CROOKED HEARTS
Melissa Albert
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An instant New York Times bestseller

WINTERKEEP 

A Graceling Realm Novel

(Dial/Penguin Books for Young Readers, January 2021)

The highly anticipated next book in the New York Times bestselling, award-winning 

Graceling Realm series, which has sold over 4 million copies worldwide

"Some authors can tell a good story; some can write well. Cashore is one of the rare 

novelists who do both."-- New York Times Book Review 

Four years after Bitterblue left off, a new land has been discovered to the east. 

Winterkeep is a land of miracles, a democratic republic run by people who like each 

other, where people speak to telepathic sea creatures, adopt telepathic foxes as pets, and 

fly across the sky in ships attached to balloons. But when Bitterblue's envoys to 

Winterkeep drown under suspicious circumstances, she and Giddon and her half sister, 

Hava, set off to discover the truth--putting both Bitterblue's life and Giddon's heart to the 

test when Bitterbue is kidnapped. Giddon believes she has drowned, leaving him and 

Hava to solve the mystery of what's wrong in Winterkeep.

Lovisa Cavenda is the teenage daughter of a powerful Scholar and Industrialist (the 

opposing governing parties) with a fire inside her that is always hungry, always just 

nearly about to make something happen. She is the key to everything, but only if she can 

figure out what's going on before anyone else, and only if she's willing to transcend the 

person she's been all her life.

SELECTED PRAISE AND AWARDS FOR THE GRACELING REALM BOOKS:

New York Times and Publishers Weekly bestsellers (all)

YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults (all)

Best Book of the Year: New York Times, Washington Post, School Library Journal, 

Publishers Weekly, Kirkus, Booklist, Amazon, The Bulletin, B&N (all)

Agent: Faye Bender

Kristin Cashore grew up in northeast 

Pennsylvania and earned her master's degree from 

the Center for the Study of Children's Literature at 

Simmons College. She lives in the Boston area. 

Foreign rights sold: Gollancz (UK), Livre de 
Poche (France), Semic (Sweden), Carlsen 
(Germany); Urano (Spain)

Kristin Cashore

Young Adult
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SEASPARROW

A Graceling Realm Novel

(October 2022, Dutton Books for Young Readers)

The highly anticipated next book in the New York Times bestselling, award-winning 

Graceling Realm series, which has sold over 2 million copies in the US alone

Hava is a solitary soul with the Grace of hiding—which serves her well on the sea 

journey home from Winterkeep, when she begins to suspect that a member of the crew is 

hiding a secret in the hold. But when calamity occurs at sea and survival is suddenly 

uncertain, Hava is thrown face to face with her own secrets. Struggling through a barren 

northern wilderness, she must fight to protect those she loves while also, for the first 

time, considering what it means to live her life out in the open. Will Hava ever learn how 

not to hide?

SELECTED PRAISE AND AWARDS FOR THE GRACELING REALM BOOKS:

New York Times and Publishers Weekly bestsellers (all)

YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults (all)

Best Book of the Year: New York Times, Washington Post, School Library Journal, 

Publishers Weekly, Kirkus, Booklist, Amazon, The Bulletin, B&N (all)

Kristin Cashore

Agent: Faye Bender
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Kristin Cashore grew up in northeast 

Pennsylvania and earned her master's degree from 

the Center for the Study of Children's Literature at 

Simmons College. She lives in the Boston area 

with her husband. 

Foreign rights sold: Urano (Spain); Golancz

(UK/ANZ)



MAYA

(July 2022, Caitlyn Dlouhy Books/Simon & Schuster)

Heart-pounding and propulsive, intimate and deeply human, MAYA tells the story of 17 

year old aspiring fashion designer Maya who, with her mother, faces grave danger in 

their hometown in Guatemala and are forced to flee in the dead of night. With only each 

other to count on, they make it to the U.S./Mexico border where they are separated in an 

ICE detention center. In an unforgiving and unfamiliar world, Maya needs to find her 

way back to what and who she holds most dear.

Jennifer De Leon is author of the YA novel Don’t Ask Me Where I’m From (Simon & 

Schuster), which was a Finalist for International Latino Book Award, a finalist for 2020 

New England Book Award, and a Junior Library Guild selection, and the Juniper Award 

winning essay collection White Space: Essays on Culture, Race, & Writing (UMass 

Press). 

Jennifer De Leon

Agent: Faye Bender

Young Adult
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KILLING TIME

Her teacher’s been murdered. Her mom has a secret. Natalie’s final summer 

before college isn’t anything like what she expected in this dark, twisty 

thriller about the lengths we’ll go to protect the people we love – even after 

they’re dead.

Summer in Ferry, Connecticut has always meant long, lazy days at the beach and 

wild nights partying in the abandoned mansions on the edge of town. Until now, 

that is.

Natalie Temple (who’s never been one for beaches or parties in the first place) is 

reeling from the murder of her favorite teacher, and there’s no way this true-

crime obsessed girl is going to sit back and let the rumor mill churn out lie after 

lie. Not if she has anything to say about it – even if she has to hide her 

investigation from her disapproving mom and team up with a new boy in town 

with a mysterious smile and a talent for making fake IDs.

But the more Natalie uncovers, the more she realizes some secrets were never 

meant to be told.

With two interwoven mysteries, Killing Time is a deathly warning to a generation 

of murderinos: what happens when the stories we’re chasing finally catch up with 

us?

Brenna Ehrlich

Agent: Dana Murphy

Young Adult

(Inkyard Press, March 8, 2022)

Brenna Ehrlich is the Senior News Editor at 

Rolling Stone, as well a young adult author, 

short story writer and freelance journalist. 

Her writing has appeared in Rolling Stone, 

MTV News, Broadly, CNN, Bandcamp, and 

many other publications. 
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“Killing Time has all the crackle and edge of your favorite episode of 

Veronica Mars. A gritty, whipsmart and exciting mystery that isn't afraid 

to ask tough questions. Keep your eyes on Ehrlich.” —Courtney 

Summers, New York Times bestselling author of Sadie and The Project 

“Deathly smart, twisty, and at times wickedly funny, Killing Time is a 

pitch-perfect mystery.” —Kara Thomas, author of The Cheerleaders 

“Expertly-plotted and brimming with suspense, Killing Time is more than 

just a mystery. It's a thoughtful novel about true crime stories and how we 

tell them. Brilliant, fun, and utterly compelling." 

— Jessica Goodman, New York Times bestselling author of They'll 

Never Catch Us 

“In Killing Time, Brenna Ehrlich has crafted an utterly compelling, pulse-

pounding spider web of a thriller. And like a spider web, once it grabs 

you, it won't let go.”

— Jeff Zentner, Morris Award-winning author of The Serpent King 

Young Adult
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